RAIL SOLUTIONS

HIGHLY RELIABLE & SUSTAINABLE RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Covering long distances, responding to limited road network in certain regions, ensuring the transport of sensitive cargo or large volumes: rail transport provides effective solutions to all your complex international supply and distribution challenges. With more than 60 years of expertise in this sector, we offer you a full range of door-to-door solutions.
OUR SOLUTIONS

SINGLE SHIPMENT
Comprehensive door-to-door solutions from single to wagon groups

BLOCK TRAIN
Economical full train transport dedicated to your needs

OUR SERVICES

- Door-to-door solutions
- Pre and post carriage through our integrated network
- Booking management
- Customs clearance
- Customer service
- Track & Trace
- Performance analysis & continuous improvement

OPTIONS

- Insurance
- Inspection
- Packing, picking, labeling

WHY GEFCO?

RELIABILITY

- Dedicated experts in 31 countries
- Extensive railway network from Western Europe to China
- Preferential access to the 85,200 km of railway operated by RZD

COST AND LEAD TIME

- Stable price conditions
- Lead time saving over long distance flows
- Rolling stock cost saving

SECURITY

- Experienced GEFCO employees
- Strong quality standards
- GPS tracking available on request

VISIBILITY

- Single point of contact
- Easy access to real-time information
- Transparency

KEY FIGURES

255 agencies own network
3,250 rail wagons in Europe dedicated to Finished Vehicle Logistics
60 years expertise

Follow us
gefco.net